ESLW 40
(15-20 sentence paragraph)
I Grade A: The paragraph demonstrates strong control of level appropriate language and content.
Language
I. The paragraph includes level appropriate simple,
compound and basic complex sentences with rare errors
in word order.
2. The paragraph uses, appropriately and with rare spelling
errors, grammar structures and vocabulary introduced in
the course.
3. The writing uses and forms simple verb tenses (past,
present, future) and progressive tenses (past, present)
with rare errors in simple, compound, and basic complex
sentences.
4. Errors in capitalization of first word, proper nouns, and
end punctuation are rare.

I. The paragraph follows basic writing conventions: it is
on the correct side of the paper and on the lines; it
displays readable handwriting of letters and numbers,
with numbers punctuated correctly.
2. The paragraph follows paragraph form with basic
conventions of indentation and margins. The writer
understands the difference between list and paragraph
formats.
3. The paragraph addresses all portions ofa controlled
prompt. It adds or expands with the writer's own ideas.
It is generally well organized and the ideas flow
logically.
4. The paragraph uses a basic topic sentence, specific
support, and (a) concluding sentence(s).

I Grade B:

The paragraph demonstrates good control of level appropriate language and content,
Content/Organization

I. The paragraph includes level appropriate simple,
compound and basic complex sentences with occasional
errors in word order.
2. The paragraph appropriately uses grammar structures and
vocabulary introduced in the course, with occasional
spelling errors and no errors in basic words.
3. The writing uses and forms simple verb tenses (past,
present, future) and progressive tenses (past, present)
with occasional errors in simple, compound and basic
complex sentences.
4. There are occasional errors in capitalization of first
words, proper nouns, and end punctuation.
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I. The paragraph follows basic writing conventions: it is
on the correct side of the paper and on the lines; it
displays readable handwriting ofletters and numbers,
with numbers punctuated correctly.
2. The paragraph follows correct form with basic
conventions of indentation and margins. The writer
understands the difference between list and paragraph
formats.
3. The paragraph largely addresses and develops the
controlled topic. It has some organization and coherence
(the ideas are well-connected).
4. The paragraph has a topic sentence with adequate
support and (a) concluding sentence(s).

I Grade C: The paragraph demonstrates basic control oflevel appropriate language and content.

I. The paragraph includes level appropriate simple and
compound sentences with usually correct word order
though errors may still occur.
2. The paragraph appropriately uses grammar structures and
vocabulary introduced in the course with inconsistent but
emerging awareness of spelling patterns. Spelling of
basic words is generally correct.
3. The writing demonstrates understand ing of forms and
uses of simple verb tenses (past, present, future) and
progressive tenses (past, present) with only occasional
errors in simple and compound sentences.
4. Capitalization of first words, proper nouns, and end
punctuation are usually correct though errors may still
occur.

I. The paragraph generally follows basic writing
conventions: it is on the correct side of the paper and on
the lines; it displays readable handwriting of lellers and
numbers, with numbers punctuated correctly.
2. The paragraph generally follows correct form with basic
conventions of indentation and margins. The writer
understands the difference between list and paragraph
formats.
3. The paragraph attempts to address a controlled topic, but
may only address part of the prompt or lose focus.
4. The paragraph has a topic sentence, is minimally
developed with general statements, and has an ending

Grade 0: The paragraph does not communicate clearly due to poor control of level appropriate language
andlor content.
Language

Content/Organization

I. The writing contains frequent sentence level errors in
word order.

I. The writing may be on the wrong side of the paper or on
the lines incorrectly.

2. There are frequent errors in simple verb tenses (past,
present, future) and progressive tenses (past, present).

2. The writing lacks paragraph form, mixing or confusing
paragraph and list formats. There may be no margins.

3. There are frequent vocabu lary and spelling errors of
words introduced in the course.

3. The writer misunderstands the topic, but attempts to
write something marginally related to the topic.

4. The writing contains frequent errors in the capitalization
of first word, proper nouns, or in end punctuation.

4. The paragraph is underdeveloped or includes irrelevant
details.

5. The handwriting is frequently illegible.

5. Orthographic errors or poor handwriting interfere with
understanding ideas.
6. The composition may contain evidence of accidental
plagiarism.

Grade F: The paragraph fails to communicate because of serious weaknesses in level appropriate
Ian ua e andlor content.
Language

Content/Organization

I. The writing contains serious and accumulated errors in
grammar, vocabulary, or spelling covered in the course
that make the writing incomprehensible or understood
only with great reader effort.

I. The paragraph contains evidence of del iberate,
substantive plagiarism.

2. The handwriting is illegible.

2. There is little writing, or it says nothing. There is an
incoherent sIring of words.
3. The writing is completely unconnected to the prompt
(coherent but totally off-topic).
4. There are serious errors in paragraph format.
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Paragraph Form
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Paragraph Form
In this b09k, you will learn how to write a good paragraph. Before you
start to write, it is Important for you to know th~ reqUirements of good
paragraph form.

Instructions on Paragraph Form
Use lined paper.
.
Write your name, the date, and the course number In the upper
right-hand comer of the paper.
.
3. Write a title In the center at the top of the page.
4. LeaVe a one-Inch margin on both sides of the page.
·5. Indent the flI'St line of every paragraph. When you write by hand,
Indent the t:Irst line about one Inch from the mar.gin. When you
type, indent the first line five spaces. in business letters, you do not
have to indent the ,first line of every paragraph. .
6. Write on every other line of the paper.
7. Capitalize the first word in each sentence and end each sentence
with a period.
1.
2.

I

functuationand Capitalization
A sentence always begins with a capital letter and ends with a period
(.), an exclamation point (I), or a quEistion mark (1). The first word
after a comma G) begins with a smaU letter. Here are some rules for
using capital letters.
Capitalization Rules
1.
j"

2.

3.

-

Capitalize the frrst word in a sentence.
Today, about 15 percent of the population Is left-handed.
Capital.lze the pronoun I.
Paul and I are left-handed.
Capitajize aU proper nouns. Here are some proper nouns:
a. Names of people and their titles:
Mr. John Smith
John McEnroe
Napoleon
Dr. Mary Roberts
Marilyn Monroe
b. Names of places you can find on a map:
Verdugo Road
Times Square
Canada
Central Avenue
Lake Victoria
London, England
c. Names of nationalities, races, langUages, and religions:
American
Hispanic
Asian
Muslim
Catholic
Arab
d. Names of specific organizations (schools, businesses):
Glendale College
University of California
SOieway
Bimk of America
Red Cross
International Students Oub
"e. Names of school subjects with course numbers:
English 101
Spanish 01A
f. Names of days, months, and special days:
Monday
Independence Day
May
HaUoween
g. Names ofspecial buildings and bridges:
White House'
Golden Gate Bridge

\

I;

<,

Change the smaU letters to capital letters where necessary.'
1.

st. mary's college Is located in boston, massachuSetts.

2.

in august 1959, hawall became the fiftleth state of the united states.

3.

I parked my car on the comer of greenwood avenue and lexington.

4.

marla Is a student from peru. she speaks spanish, french, and
italian.
there are no classes during christmas, easter, and thanksgivinCl
vocations.

5.

6.

students who are buddhist, muslim, christian, and jewish all got .
together to help.

7.

I am taking three classes this semester: en~lIsh 120, spanish 1A,
and business·administration.

~)

Exercise 2
Find the mistakes. There are 10 mistakes in grammar, punctuation, and
capitalization. Find and cotrect them.
There are mote than 500 million left-handed pe'~ple in the world.
There are also many left-handers who are famous. Recent
american president who are left-handed are Ronald Reag~,
george Bush and blll Clinton. Actors such as tom Cruise and robert
De Niro and women like queen Elizabeth II and nicole Kidman are
also left-handed. In the old days, people thought left-handed
people were bad. In japan a long time ago, a man could ask for a
divort::e if he found that his wife was lEift-handed. Today, it's not
bod to be left-handed.

it:-..

How to Write a Title
A title tells the ~der the topiC of the paragraph. A title is usually a
word or phrase. If i~ is a sentence, it should not be a long sentence.

Remember these points:
1.

2.
3.

Capitalize the first word, last word, and all important words in the
title. Do not capitalize prepOSitions and articles.
Exception: Capitalize an article that begins the title.
Do not underline the title.
Do not use a period (.), a comma (,), or quotations marks (U U).
But you can use an exclamation mark (l) or a question mark (1).

examples of titles:
S!r'nger Right or Left Brain?
The Importance of Having. a Friend
My First Day in the United States
Learning Can Be Fun, Tool
Exercise lj.
Say what is wroPg .With the tities below. Then write the titles in the
correct way.
(

1.

Eating In The United States Of America.

2.

"Learning english Is Important."

3.

i have many problems because I am living away from my family.

4.

the Most Important Day Of My Ufe

;.;.,

The Sentence

\\' R I TIN G SKI L L S

A sentence'alWQ)'ll has 0. subJect Gnd 0. verb. Many sentences lllso have
an object. The senteJlce order iD I!ngtish Is usually as follows:

Example: ,
subject
lohn
(Subject)

.verb
has
, (Verb),

,

object
a birthday;
(Object)

The Subject
The subject is usually a noun, a pronoun, or a phrase with a noun. It
tells us who Is dOing the action and,usually comes before the verb. Look
at the SUbjects in the follOwing sentences:

Examples:
John has a birthday.
(The subject Is a noun.)

"

He has a birthday.
(The Slibject Is a pronoun.)
The tall boy has a birthd(l.j'.
(The subject.is a phrase with a noun.)
The tall boy with black hair has a birthday.
,
,
(The prepositional phrase with black hair conies after the noun
, and Is part of the whole subloot;) ,
-~~

,.,..---

, E::e1'cise 1
""."'.

'il

,;. ".;iInderline the subject in flildJ. .....,•• ~,
1.
,.' 2.

She has,Q brother,
Mary Peel loves children.

3. The taU woman has a birthday today.
4. The tall wOmOn with white hair has a birthday today.
'5. Many children have·a birthday coke.

•

6.

Birtliday cakes ate 'a custom.

7;

Customs in some countries are strange.

. 8.

Parents fu Denmark put gifts around ttle birthday child's bed.

The Verb.·'

.

.

The verb ~ ~ tW! action of the subject. Some Verbsareoile word, but
other verils llft more ~onewOrd.
'

Example5l

I

Mary has <i ~ today.
(Verb)

, I

Mary is having a birthday.
.
(Verb)

,I

. I

Mary ~ go!:tlll·to have a birthday tomorrow.
,(Verb)·.
.
.

.

'1

_

._,.....

.

... .~I

UnderIine the subject 'With one line and 'the verb 'With tWo llnes in the' \
following sentences.
'

,

1.

She has many gifts.

2. The chlld cries,
3. The little g1rlls ayUig.

'.

4.

The little girl with the red hair Is going to cry.

5.

Many friends ore going to say happy birthday.

Punctuation and Ca italization
Asentence alwn}"S beglf!$ with Q ropltalletter'and ends 'With either a
period (.), an exclornatlonpolnt (I), or a question 11ll;U"l<; (1). The first
word after a Comma (,) begins with a srnallietter.
Here ore some rules for using capital letters.
Capitalization Rules
?

,

1.

caplt:a1ize the first word In a sentence.
Many dilldren hove a birthday cal<:e on their birthday.

2.

capitalize the pronoun 1.
John and I have the:some birthday. , '

'.
,,3.
"

caplt:a1ize all proper nouns. Here ore some proper nouns:
(l. Names ot people and their titles:
Mr. John Sands
Ms.Mory Lee
Robert
Diana
Bob Briggs
010n Lot Fong
b., N<i:mes of dties, states, and countrles:
London, England
HoUston,Texas
Acapulco
Hong Kong
Taiwan'
Korea

c.

-

Names of days and months:
Monday
Saturday
May"
, July
, ,Friday
August

O1ange the smalliett'ers to capital letters where nE!cessory.
1. maria Is from mexico dIY, mexico.

2. victor Is from lima, Peru.
i

3. Ito and rilayumi ore from tol<:yo,lapari.

4. the.test Is on'monday, october 7.
5. mohammed's birthday Is on tuesday, aprlllOth.

6. wednesday,

IIiDe 5th, IS bob's birthdaY.' ,

Exercise 4Fmd the mistakes. There are 10 ~ in grammar and caplt:a1lzation.
Find and correct them.

My birthday Is on June)1. I was bom in lima, peru. We has a party
on my Birthday. My frlends comes. My mother make a cake. I get
many gift. I always happy on my birthday. It Is my special Day.

WRITING
Now read the following paragraph written by a student.

Model Paragraph

,

My Sister liz

My sister,LiZ rid§,boml~~.$h~,hqs~beautiful smile. When
she does somerhipg'bdd, she smiie$;!ind"my par~ntsare npt angry.
She eats a lotahftdd~snot g~tfat.;B~tclpyqrltemealis q doubie
cheeseburger wlth Freril=ll fdes,.a: n.;tit~h?ke;h~d an ice ~ream .
~undae. She does' srudyn,a.rf· ' . s g~ts9,oodgrades. After
uteswliile she wotches
school, she dohomewor~'
,".J beli~ethiit~ome .' .
iele-Jision at'etime.hri··f
."
people are borri lutl<y,"and'SOrre~e'tipt
«,

Organizing
Unity
you know, a good paragraph has three parts: a topic sentence,
supporting sentences, and a concluding sentence. But a good
paragraph also has unity.
Unity means that all of the supporting sentences are about the
controlling idea in the topic sentence. Think about the model
paragraph above.
Topic sentence: My sister Uz was born lucky.
(Controlling idea)
Main supporting sentences:
1. She has a beautiful smile.
2. She eats a lot and does not get fat.
3. She does not study hard but always gets good grades.

As

This paragraph has unity. All the supporting sentences are about why
she was born lucky.
Irrelevant Sentences
When a sentence does not belong in a paragraph, we say that it is an
irrelevant sentence.
Example:
My sister Jamie is very shy. When there are other people around,
she speaks very little. Sometimes she does not speak at all and even
runs away. She is very quiet at home and at scllool. You do not even
know she is there sometimes. She is shy about her body, too. She
never goes to the beach or swimmlng pool. But she like ice cream
and cookies.
Irrelevant sentence: But she likes ice cream and cookies.

The sentence "But she likes ice cream and cookies" does not belong in
the paragraph. It does not talk about why she is shy.

Exercise 1
Underline the irrelevant sentences in the following short paragraphs.
1.

George has not been lucky in school this year. He got sick and
missed classes and could not take his finals. He also lost his books.
These were not only his textbooks but also his notebooks. Everybody
likes George because he will go out of his way to help people.

2.

My roommate Tony is very untidy. He has brown hair and blue
eyes. He leaves his laundry on the floor. VYhen he cooks, he never
washes the dishes. For a while, he had a bicycle on his bed. It is not
surprising that Tony can never find anything.

3.

My Uncle Conrad is very clumsy. When he drinks coffee, he always
spills some on his shirt. In the shopping mall, he walks into other
people all the time. He has size 14 feet. Last time he came to our
house, he sat on the cat.

4.

Aunt Dotty loves adventure. On her sixtieth birthday, she went
mountain climbing in the Alps. On her seventieth birthday, she
went on a trip to the North Pole. When she was eighty, she drove
alone across the United States. She loves to eat chocolate. We all
wonder what she will do when she is ninety.

Exercise 2
Find the mistakes. There are 10 mistakes in grammar, punctuation, and
capitalization. Find and correct them.
The braille family lived in a village near paris france. There were
four childrens, and Louis was the most youngest. The boy was very
smart and his father hope he would grow up to be a teacher. But
then a terrible accident happened and Louis became Blind.

Writing Practice
Choose one of the topics below:
1. A person who is lucky or unlucky
2. A good or bad quality of a friend or family member
3. A pet cat or dog

L Pre-writing.
Work with a partner or alone.
a .. Write down a topic sentence about a person or animal. You can
follow this outline for a topic sentence:
VYhat person janimaI is to you + name + verb + adjective
Rex
is
very lazy.
My pet dog
b. Ust as many points as you can about the person or animal.
c. Go over each point on your list. Ask yourself, "Does this support the
controlling idea?" Cross out the points that do not.
2. Develop an outline.
a. Organize your Ideas. Ust the points in the order in which you will
write about them in your paragraph.
b. Make a more detailed outline. The paragraph outline on the next
page will help you.

Paragraph Outline
(Topic
sentence)
(Supporting
sentence I)
(Supporting

detail[s])
(SuppOrting
sentence 2)
(Supporting

detail[s])
(Supporting

sentence 3)
(Supporting

det.i1[s])
(Concluding

sentence)

3. Write a rough draft.
4. Revise your rough draft.
Using the checklist below, check your rough draft or let your partner
check it.
Paragraph Checklist
__ Did you give your paragraph a title?
__ Did you indent the first line?
__ Did you write on every other line?
__ Does your paragraph have a topic sentence?
--",Does your topic sentence have a controlling idea?
__ Do your other sentences support your topic sentence?
__ Are your ideas in the correct order?
__ Does your paragraph have a concluding sentence?

5. Edit your paragraph.
Work with a partner or your teacher to edit your paragraph. Correct
spelling, punctuation, vocabulary, and grammar.

6. Write your final copy.
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WRITING
Now read the following paragraph written by a student.

Model Paragraph

My Selfish Brother
My brother is very S€lfish. He does not want to share things
with other people. For example, when he buys a chocolate bar, he
puts it in a secret place. Then he eats it all,l>y himself. He never
helps anyone. He saysheisbu$y.For excunp1e, a game of Nintendo
'!flq~e:shim very busy. He does not care ifsbmetl!il1ilhe does'
.bptherspther people. For inst'lnce,last nighth~pl!1yedloud rock
'n'ro11 muslClmtil four 0' dock fn the mprnlriil.ln<;QnduSion,· [
thinkmy brother is selfish and will always be selfish.

Giving EKamples
To introduce an example in your paragraph, you can use the following:
For example, ...
or
For instance, .
1. Underline the words showing examples in the reading.
2. Underline the words showing examples in the model paragraph.
3. Look at the use of the comma with the words showing examples.
4. Now go back and circle all the commas with the words showing
examples in the reading and in the model paragraph.
In the model paragraph, the writer used for example or for instance to
!:Jive details about supporting sentences.

Topic sentence: My brother is very selfish.
Supporting sentence: He does not want to share things with other
people.
Detail or example of supporting sentence: For example, when he buys
a chocolate bar, he puts it in a secret place.
For example and for instance have the same meaning. Vllhen your
sentence begins with for example or for instance, put a comma after
these words.
For example, when he buys a chocolate bar, he puts it in a secret
place.
or
For instance, when he buys a chocolate bar, he puts it in a secret
place.
A sentence that begins with for example or for instance must be a
complete sentence.
For example, Hetty Green. (Not correct)
For example, Hetty Green was a millionaire. (Correct)

....

The follOWing sentences are not complete or have mistakes. Write out
the correct sentences.
L

For Example he gets food all over his shirt.

2.

For instance, washes dishes.
-~_....~.~ ... ~------------

3.

For example: she never writes down my telephone messages.

4.

For instance, a doctor.

5.

For instance-she always leaves the bathroom in a mess.

A nome of a person or a thing can follow the words for example and
for instance.
Women became leaders in the last century. For example, Margaret
Thatcher and Golda Meir were both prime ministers of their
countries.

Work alone, with a partner, or in a group. Think of examples for the
following statements. Add more if you can.
1.

jhere are many famous millionaires today. For example,
_______ and
are millionaires.

2.

There were some famous people who were very stingy. For instance,
- - - .....
and
were stingy.

3.

Some people in history did very bad things. For example,
and
did terrible things.

Write a complete sentence as an example for each statement. Use for
instance or for example in the correct form.
1. .My grandfather is very forgetful.

2.

My English teacher has an excellent memory.

3.

My sister is not an electrician, but she can fix many electrical things
in the house .

...

Find the mistakes. There are 10 mistakes in grammar, punctuation,
capitalization, and spelling. Find and correct them.
Howard hughes was born in Texas in 1906. He was one of the
richest men in the world but he was very strange. For example he
eats the same dinner ever)' night: a sieak a potato and 12 peas.
Later in his life, he became even stranger. For instance: he did not
wear clothes and did not cut his hare. Hughes dies without any
friends in 1976.

Writing

Pract~-.-;.;ic::.:e,--_ _

Choose one of the topics below:
J. A stingy person I know
2. A person who has a bud characteristic (for example, selfish,
inconsiderate, lazy. etc.)
3. An unusual person

1. Pre-writing.
Work with a partner or alone.
a. Write down a topic sentence about a person. (Choose from the
topics above.)
b. Ust as many points as you can about the person.
c. Go over each point on your list. Ask yourself, "Does this support the
controlling idea?" Cross out the points that do not.
d. Think of an example for each poin!. If you cannot find an example,
cross out the point.
2. Develop an outline.
a. Organize your ideas. Ust the points in the order you will write
about them. You should have two or three points.
b. Make a more detailed outline. The paragraph outline on the next
page will help you.

...
Paragraph Outline

------_._------

(Topic
sentence)
(Supporting
sentence I)

(Supporting
sentence 2}
~.

_ _._._._-~.~_._~~._---------

(Supporting
sentence 3)

(Concluding
sentence)

3. Write a rough draft.
4-. Revise your rough draft.

Using the checklist below, check your rough draft or let your partner
checki!.

Paragraph Checklist
._. Did you give your paragraph a title?
__ Did you indent the first line?
__ Did you write on every other line?
_ .._ Does your paragraph have a topic sentence?
__ Does your topiC sentence have a controlling idea?
__. Do your other sentences support your topic sentence?
_ .. Are your ideas in the correct order?
Do you have examples?
__ Does your paragraph have a concluding sentence 7

5. Edit your paragraph.
Work with a partner or your teacher to edit your paragraph. Correct
spelling, punctuation, vocabulary, and grammar.
6. Write your final copy.

ESLW 40
Directions:

At-home Paragraph 1

Write a paragraph of at least 15 sentences on the topic below. Follow correct paragraph
fonnat as discussed in class and as on the handouts about writing paragraphs.
Remember:

Topic:

Spring 2010

1. Put your name, date, and class in the upper right comer.
2. Center the title on the first line. Follow correct capitalization rules
for a title.
3. The first sentence of your paragraph should be your topic sentence.
The other sentences in the paragraph explain the topic sentence.
The last sentence is your concluding sentence.
4. Indent the first line of your paragraph.
5. Keep a one-inch margin on all sides of the page. Use 8 Y, by II
inch lined white paper.
6. Skip a line when writing. Write neatly in blue or black ink.
7. Write on the correct side of the page, and write on only one side of
the page. If your paragraph continues to the second page, please
staple pages together.
8. Follow capitalization and punctuation rules.
9. Check your paragraph for spelling and grammar.

You read a sample paragraph about left-handed people. Now you are going to
write about a special feature that you have, something that makes you special in tenns of
your appearance or your personality. For example, if many people say you have nice
hair, then write about your hair and how it makes you feel special. !fyou think your
clothes are very nice, then write about them and how they make you feel when you wear
such nice clothing. !fyou think your special feature is that you are a hard-working
person, then write about how hard working you are and show how it helps you in life. If
you think you are a fun person to be with, then write about how others like to be with
you and have fun with you.

Prepare to Write· You can note some ideas about your special feature to help you organize your ideas
before you begin to write your paragraph.
My special feature:
\Vhy this feature is special:

_
1.

_

2.
3.

How this feature makes
me feel:

How I want to end
my paragraph (the
last thought for the
reader).

1.

_

2.

_

3.

_

ESLW40
Directions:

Name

Correcting Errors

_

Cross out the errors in the paragraph below. Then, write your corrections above the
errors. Pay attention to subjects and verbs, articles (a, an), capitalization, punctuation,
paragraph format, and word choice (and or but).

eyes are a very important part of the Face.

Your Eyes tell people your a real feelings.

\\'hen person smiles, check his or her eyes for smile lines, and a warm expressIOn. The lips

don't always tell the truth. For example, the lips might be

III

a smile but the person isn't

happy. eyes cannot lie. Your pupils (the small, black, round part in the middle of the eye) get

bigger or smaller. when you look at the light, they get bigger but when you look at the

dark, they get smaller. Your Pupils also get bigger when you look at something you like and

they get smaller when you look at something you do not like. This means that light-colored

eyes are easier to read and dark eyes are an mystery.

Wh- Questions

QUESTION

EXERCISE

Example:

1

Fill in the blanks with the correct question word.
is your name? My name is Lee.

_VYJ_'h-ea_"t:--

l.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is Seoul?

It's in Korea.

2.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is your birthday?

It's in January.

3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4.

isyourfavoritesillge~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is a horse?

5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ are you late?

My favorite singer is Madonna.
A horse is an animal.
I'm late because I missed the train.

6.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ are your shoes?

They are outside.

7.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is your sister?

She's fme, thanks.

8.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is your homework?

It's in my bag.

9.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is New Year's Eve?

It's on December 31.

10.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ are my books?

They're on your desk.

II.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is he so tired?

He is tired because he is so busy.

12.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is in your refrigerator?

Some fruit and vegetables are in there.
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Practice 8

13.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is in your English class?

Some good students are in my class.

14.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ are we right now?

You are in your classroom.

15.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is the homework?

The homework is a composition.

EXERCISE

Example:

>

2

Turn these statements into questions,

What is

rose?

A rose is a flower.

1.

Red is a color.

2.

My birthday is in February.

3.

Life in New York is exciting.

4.
5.

Vietnam is in Asia.
He's from Turkey.

6.

My teacher is Ms. Sands.

7.

It's cold today.

8.
9.

She's smart because she studies hard.
I'm fme, thanks.

10.

My pens are on my desk.

11.

My name is Maria.

12.

His birthday is on July 3.

3 Complete the questions. Then write true answers to the questions.
. .'

EXERCISE

Example:
L

.:-:..:.-=-I:.::·S_.... ~

your favorite painter?

My favorite painter is Picasso.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ your teacher?

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ your best friend?
3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ your name?

4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ your birthday?
5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ you study English?
6.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ you from?

7. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ you now?
8.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the weather today?

Practice 8
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Practice for Test #1 - Grammar

If I cheat, talk during the test or look at another student's
work, I will get an F (0 points) on the test.

Spring 2010

Name

_

Part 1: Correct the errors in the sentences. Cross out the errors and write the correct words above the
errors. (one point each)

1.

The teacher she isn't in her office now.

2.

Sandra and I am in School.

3.

Why Sandra is no at homc now?

4.

My uncle a policeman in the los angeles, california.

5.

Target is in Broadway. Its in 1785 Broadway, on corner riverside blvd. and Broadway.

Part 2: Complete the conversation. Write the correct words in the blanks. If the blank doesn't need a
word, write O. (one point each)
Mary: How old
John:

?

I'm 2 I years old. What about you?
21 too. When

Mary:
John:

yourbirthday?

September 5.

Mary: Oh! Your birthday

only a few days ago!

John: Yes, I know. I
together in

happy on my birthday because my friends and I
nice restaurant. It

great evening!

Part 3: Match the questions with the answers. Write the letter of the answer in the correct blank.
(one point each)

1. __ Were you late to class yesterday?

a. Yes, and he had fun looking at the animals.

2. __ Was Bob at the zoo last Saturday?

b. Yes. He is with Mike.

3. __ Is this cake good?

c. Yes, and their pictures make people happy.

4.

d. No, I wasn't.

Is Tom in the library?

5. __ Are artists special people?

e. No, it isn't.

_

Part 4: Use the present tense or the past tense of be in the blanks. (one point each)

Tom:

happy because today

Friday. That means I have two free days

with no school and no homework.
Bob:

Sure, Tom, but homework

good for you. You can learn a lot when you do

homework. For example, last year my teacher
homework every day. My classmates and I

excellent. She gave us a little
happy in her class because we

learned a lot.
Tom: You

right, of course. My friends and I

in a math class every

morning, and we always study together. We do our homework together in the library.
Bob:

It

good to study together, Tom. Good luck in college!

Practice for Test #1 - Writing

ESLW40

If! cheat, talk during the test or look at another student's
work, I will get an F (0 points) on the test. I will not cheat.

Spring 2010

Name

_

Directions:

Write a paragraph to describe a classmate. Write about your classmate and explain why
he or she is special.

Remember:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Use correct format.
Write at least 15 sentences.
Skip a line when you write.
Check your work for spelling, punctuation, and grammar.
Staple this page to your paragraph when you finish.
You may use an English-English book dictionary. You may not use an electronic
dictionary or a bilingual (two language) dictionary.

